SCEN Epistemology Workshop

Nov 4, 2023

WORKSHOP LOCATION:
UCI HIB 55

PARKING:
Mesa Parking Structure
$15 All day, $4 one hour

SCHEDULE
11:00 am - 11:50 am
Ralph Wedgewood (USC), Pricean Ignorance

11:50am - 12:40pm
Alexandra Newton (UCR), Kant vs Frege on the Authority of Truth

12:40pm - 1:20pm Lunch Break

1:20pm - 2:10pm
Tanuj Raut (UCI), Two Structural Problems for Etiological Challenges

2:10pm - 3:00pm
Justin Greenberg (UCI), How Epistemically Direct is Post Causal Memory?

3:00pm - 3:50pm
Margaret Gilbert (UCI), Towards a General Epistemology

Questions: Contact Philos@uci.edu